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Abstract: In the search for a better and brighter future, the use of natural luminescent renewable
materials as substitutes for synthetic ones in the energy field is of prime importance. The incorporation
of natural pigments (e.g., xanthophylls and phycobiliproteins) is a fundamental step in a broad
spectrum of applications that are presently marred by their limited stability. The incorporation
of bio-based luminescent molecules into solid matrices allows the fabrication of thin films, which
may dramatically increase the range of applications, including sustainable photovoltaic systems,
such as luminescent solar concentrators or downshifting layers. In this work, we incorporated
R-phycoerythrin (R-PE), C-phycocyanin (C-PC), and fucoxanthin (FX) into poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
and studied their optical properties. It was found that the emission and excitation spectra of the
phycobiliproteins and FX were not modified by incorporation into the PVA matrix. Moreover, in
the case of FX, the emission quantum yield (η) values also remained unaltered after incorporation,
showing the suitability of the PVA as a host matrix. A preliminary photostability study was performed
by exposing the solid samples to continuous AM1.5G solar radiation, which evidenced the potential
of these materials for future photovoltaics.
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1. Introduction

published maps and institutional affil-

In the energy field, most of the luminescent materials used are based on quantum dots
(QDs), lanthanides, and synthetic dyes [1], which often involve complicated/harsh synthesis conditions or are non-recyclable [2,3]. Although the amount of luminescent material
for such applications is typically low (<0.5% wt), they may have toxic effects on certain
organisms, namely those in the aquatic compartment by causing significant alterations in
the ecological conditions of the aquatic fauna and flora because of their non-biodegradable
nature, which means a negative impact on the equilibrium of the aquatic environment.
Moving towards a more sustainable future requires the use of natural materials to replace
synthetic ones, enabling the fabrication of sustainable and cheap photovoltaic (PV) systems, such as luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) or downshifting layers, as well as
keeping other inherent features such as synthetic versatility, high absorption coefficients,
and quantum yield values [4]. Solar harvesting and converting materials are one relevant
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class of biomolecules [5] able to open new perspectives in the field of building-integrated
PVs [1,6], through LSCs [1,7–11]. Benefiting from their high absorption coefficient and
emission quantum yields, the LSCs are planar waveguides that collect sunlight at the
surface and concentrate it into the low area of the edges, where PV cells are applied. The
light conversion is mediated by a down-shifting mechanism of the solar radiation, whose
performance under diffuse light conditions is an advantage [1,12]. Examples of bio-based
LSCs include the use of phycobiliproteins [13–15], chlorophyll [16], green fluorescent protein (GFP) [5,17], and C-phycocyanin (C-PC) [5] with competitive performance compared
to those based on synthetic dyes [6]. In these cases, the bio-molecules are used mainly
in solution to preserve their intrinsic chemical stability. To enlarge the application range
and the processing, the incorporation into solid matrices is a relevant step that has been
challenging, as optical performance decreases induced by aggregation [18]. In parallel with
performance, challenges for bio-luminescent materials also include the emission red-shift
towards the red/NIR spectral region, in resonance with the Si-based PV cells absorption.
To incorporate luminescent natural molecules into solid matrices and retain the optical properties/long-term viability, the following issues should be considered: (i) the
microenvironment of solid hosts should be similar to or mimic the native environment
of the molecules, while simultaneously providing a rigid structure, (ii) the entrapment
process should be performed at room temperature, (iii) the bio-molecules usually require
neutral solutions, acidic and basic environments should be avoided, and (iv) effects of
solvents and ionic strength of the solution should be considered [19]. In this context, several
attempts have been done, namely by investigating the use of encapsulation strategies such
as sol-gel derived SiO2 material from tetramethoxysilane [20], and hybrid matrices [21]
using polymer additives dispersed into sol-gel processed materials derived from tetraethyl
orthosilicate alone or copolymerized with methyltriethoxysilane or dimethyldimethoxysilane [21]. Chen and co-authors encapsulated different phycobiliproteins (R-phycoerythrin;
R-PE, C-PC, and allophycocyanin; APC) in sol-gel glasses and discovered that the impact
on the spectroscopic properties was significantly distinct. While C-PC and APC changed
in terms of agglomeration and conformation, R-PE only suffered minor changes and revealed fluorescence [22]. More recently, Bharmoria et al., proposed a sustainable strategy
for overcoming the R-PE photochemical stability limitations by embedding it in gelatin
in a solid-state [18]. Other works reporting the encapsulation strategy used natural or
synthesized hydrophilic polymers, namely calcium alginate (protects the nativity of the
protein and its structure at high temperature) [23], polyacrylamide films entrapped with
phycobilisomes for LSCs [13] or metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [24]. As an example,
R-PE was incorporated into a blue MOF thin film through a solid-confinement conversion
process [24]. Nevertheless, R-PE was denatured and exhibited dual-color fluorescence
emission including green and red light, while the original single orange light was significantly suppressed [24]. Finally, also FX stability was assessed under encapsulation in
polyvinylpyrrolidone nanoparticles [25] or PVA and poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) microspheres [26]. In line with the recent interest in biomolecules for solar-based applications,
namely solar harvesting sensors [5] and LSCs [6], the interest in new biomolecules with
enhanced solar absorption and conversion and stability gained visibility.
This study aimed to improve the optical properties and long-term viability of phycobiliproteins (R-PE, C-PC) and FX from marine sources through entrapment into solid
matrices (PVA and sodium alginate). The rationale for the selection of these nature-based
optically active centers lies in the fact that they present emission in the red spectral region,
matching c-Si PV devices’ maximum absorption. Their incorporation yields luminescent
materials with emission features analogous to those of the biomolecules in the solution.
Moreover, the materials revealed promising photostability results under solar irradiation prospecting its use in energy-harvesting applications, such as down-shifting layers
and LSCs.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Ethanol (analytical reagent grade, Fisher Scientific, Portugal), ammonium sulfate (99%,
Panreac), poly(vinyl alcohol) (n = 1750 ± 50, PVA, TCI Europe N.V., Zwijndrecht, Belgium),
and sodium alginate (Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) were used as purchased.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Preparation of R-PE Extracts
R-PE was extracted from the red macroalgae Gracilaria gracilis, which were kindly
provided by ALGAplus (Ílhavo, Portugal). The fresh algae were left to dry at room
temperature over absorbent paper. Then, 20 g of algae were weighed, placed into a mortar
for maceration with liquid nitrogen, and further ground to a powder using a coffee mill.
Afterward, the algae powder was dissolved in 40 mL of distilled water and homogenized in
an orbital shaker for 20 min, at 250 rpm and room temperature. The extract was then filtered
to remove large debris and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min, at room temperature. In
the end, the supernatant was isolated and the pellet discarded.
2.2.2. Preparation of C-PC Extracts
C-PC was extracted from an in-house culture of the cyanobacterium Anabaena cylindrica.
Cultures were incubated in glass flasks with Woods Hole MBL medium [27] and kept at
20 ± 2 ◦ C, with photoperiodic lighting (16 h of light:8 h of dark) provided by cool white
fluorescent tubes (2300 lx). The biomass was harvested from 13-day-old cultures, recovered
through centrifugation at 4000 rpm, and stored at −20 ◦ C until further use. For C-PC
extraction, the frozen biomass was weighted, left at room temperature for 90 min protected
from light, and then dissolved in sodium phosphate buffer (150 mM, pH 7) in a solid–liquid
ratio of 100 mg of biomass per mL of buffer. The homogenate was incubated at 35 ◦ C
for 50 min, in a microtube Thermomixer (Eppendorf 5535R), with a mixing frequency of
1500 rpm. The homogenate was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm, for 10 min, at room temperature,
using a VWR microstar 17 centrifuge. The supernatant was isolated to obtain the C-PC
extract, while the pellet was discarded.
2.2.3. Preparation of FX Ethanolic Extracts
FX was extracted from the microalga Isochrysis galbana Parke 1949, and purchased
from Necton S.A. (Olhão, Portugal) [28]. The batch was produced in photobioreactors
systems (PhytoBloom), then freeze-dried, ground into powder, and kept in a dry and dark
environment until use. Pure ethanol was the solvent used for the solid–liquid extraction
(solid–liquid ratio of 0.01 g of algae powder per mL of pure ethanol) of FX. The sample
homogenization was carried out protected from light in a digital overhead shaker (IKA
TRAYSTER, Staufen, Germany) with a constant vertical rotation of 80 rpm for 30 min, at
room temperature. Afterward, the extract was centrifuged (Thermo Scientific Heraeus
Megafuge 16R, Waltham, MA, USA) at 5000 rpm, for 30 min at 4 ◦ C, the supernatant
was recovered to a new tube, while the biomass pellet was discarded. Since the supernatant contained not only the carotenoid of interest FX but also chlorophylls, thus a
pre-washed and dried resin (AmberLite™ HPR900 OH from Fisher Scientific, CAS 901779-2, Hampton, VA, USA) was used to isolate FX [28]. The resin was mixed with the
extract (0.15 g of resin per mL of extract) for 30 min, at room temperature, in a magnetic
stirrer, so that the resin could adsorb the chlorophyll content. The organic liquid fraction containing the carotenoid was collected with a syringe and the resin was discarded.
Although Isochrysis galbana contains different xanthophylls, the total recovered xanthophylls by this method were regarded as FX. Absorbance at 450 nm was read using a
UV-Vis microplate reader (Synergy HT microplate reader, BioTek, Winowski, VT, USA).
The samples were analyzed in duplicate, and pure ethanol was used as a blank. The concentration (µg·mL−1 ) was calculated using previously defined calibration curves (y = 0.0432x,
R2 = 0.999, Figure S1a in Supplementary Materials).
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2.2.4. Purification of R-PE and C-PC Aqueous Extracts
For the extracts’ purification, 20% (w/v) of ammonium sulfate was added to each
sample, homogenized, and kept overnight at 4 ◦ C to allow the protein precipitation. On
the following day, samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min, at room temperature. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was re-suspended in ultrapure water.
Absorbance at 565 or 615 nm was read for R-PE or C-PC analysis, respectively, using a
UV-Vis microplate reader (Synergy HT microplate reader, BioTek). Samples were analyzed
in duplicate, and ultrapure water was used as a blank. The concentration (mg·mL−1 ) was
calculated using previously defined calibration curves (y = 5.1108x, R2 = 0.999 for R-PE and
y = 0.479x, R2 = 0.991 for C-PC, Figure S1b,c in Supplementary Materials).
2.2.5. Incorporation of R-PE, C-PC, and FX in Host Solid Matrices
Aqueous solutions of R-PE (0.215 mg·mL−1 ) and C-PC (2.6 mg·mL−1 ) and ethanolic
solution of FX (0.031 mg·mL−1 ) were applied. Distilled water was used throughout the
experiments. PVA (10%, w/w) was prepared by adding 50 mL of water to 5.0 g of PVA. The
resulting solution was heated at 90 ◦ C for 2 to 3 h, and then a clear viscous solution was
obtained. The incorporation of R-PE in sodium alginate was performed by adding 0.5 g of
sodium alginate to 9.5 mL of water. The mixture was stirred at room temperature to get
a clear viscous solution. Then, 400 µg of R-PE aqueous solution was added and stirred.
The solution was placed at 35 ◦ C to obtain an R-PE/alginate film. For the R-PE/PVA film,
5.5 g of PVA solution (10%, w/w) was mixed with 0.40 mg of R-PE stock solution and
stirred to get a homogeneous solution. The resulting solutions were dried at 35 ◦ C in an
oven. The C-PC/PVA sample was obtained by adding 1.2 mg of C-PC solution to 5.5 g of
PVA aqueous solution (10%, w/w), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature and
placed at 35 ◦ C to obtain the C-PC/PVA film. The FX/PVA sample was obtained by adding
0.05 mg of FX ethanolic solution to 5.5 g of PVA aqueous solution (10%, w/w), with the
mixture stirred at room temperature. The solution was placed at 35 ◦ C for obtaining the
FX/PVA film.
2.2.6. Optical Characterization
The emission and excitation spectra were recorded at room temperature using a
Fluorolog3® Horiba Scientific (Model FL3-22) spectroscope, with a modular double grating
excitation spectrometer (fitted with 1200 grooves·mm−1 grating blazed at 330 nm) and a
TRIAX 320 single emission monochromator (fitted with 1200 grooves·mL−1 grating blazed
at 500 nm, reciprocal linear density of 2.6 nm·mm−1 ). The excitation source was a 450 W Xe
arc lamp. The emission spectra were corrected for detection and optical spectral response of
the spectrofluorimeter and the excitation spectra were corrected for the spectral distribution
of the lamp intensity using a photodiode reference detector. Emission decay curves were
recorded at room temperature on a Fluorolog TCSPC spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) coupled to a TBX-04 photomultiplier tube module (950 V). The
exciting source was a Horiba/Jobin–Yvon pulsed diode (NanoLED-390, peak at 388 nm).
The absolute emission quantum yield values were measured at room temperature using a
quantum yield measurement system C9920-02 from Hamamatsu. This system consists of a
Xe arc lamp (150 W), a monochromator (bandwidth 2 nm), an integrating sphere made of
Spectralon® (99% reflectance for wavelengths within 350–1650 nm) with an inner diameter
of 84 mm, and a multichannel detector (wavelength resolution < 2 nm). The emission
quantum yield (η) is given by:
i
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Figure 1. Photographs of (a), from left to right, R-PE/PVA and R-PE/alginate, (b) C-PC/PVA, and (c)

Figure 1. Photographs of (a), from left to right, R-PE/PVA and R-PE/alginate, (b)−2 C-PC/PVA, and
FX/PVA under white light (top) and UV irradiation at 365 nm (bottom). Scale bars: 10 m.
(c) FX/PVA under white light (top) and UV irradiation at 365 nm (bottom). Scale bars: 10−2 m.
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The emission spectra of C-PC in H2O (Figure 3a and Figure S5 in Supplementary Materials)
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peak around 665 nm (Figure 2a) [31], revealing an increase in the relative intensity of the
component at shorter wavelengths (Figure S6 in Supplementary Materials). The FX in
solution and incorporated in thin films of PVA reveal emission when excited in the UV
range (Figure 1c).
The emission spectrum of the FX in ethanol shows an emission band between 650 and
750 nm, with a peak at 675 nm, and a component with lower relative intensity between 500
and 650 nm (Figure 3a and Figure S7 in Supplementary Materials). The spectra are identical
for excitation wavelengths between 350 and 600 nm (Figure S7 in Supplementary Materials).
After incorporation into PVA, the emission spectra show a main band peaking around
675 nm (Figure 2a and Figure S8 in Supplementary Materials) and an increase in the relative
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The ability to down-shift the UV radiation arises from the intrinsic absorption of the
bio-molecules in solution, as illustrated in Figure 3b. These absorption features are kept
after incorporation into the host. In particular, the excitation spectra of R-PE after
incorporation into PVA or sodium alginate also resemble that of the biomolecules (Figure
3b, Figures S3 and S4 in Supplementary Materials), being dominated by the excited states
of the R-PE in the visible spectral range, revealing the presence of components in the
UV/blue (320–440 nm) spectral region attributed to the chromophores’ singlet states [15].
It should be noted that, under UV excitation, the emission spectra of R-PE/PVA and RPE/alginate samples also reveal a component within the 400–550 nm range, which is more
prominent than the R-PE characteristic emission in the case of the sodium alginate sample.
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red/NIR spectral region (matching c-Si maximum absorption, Figure 2a), PVA was selected
The emission features were further quantified by the measurement of the absolute
as the main
host matrix
work.
TheTable
excitation
of C-PC-based
samples
emission
quantum
yield in
(η, this
Table
1 and
S1 in spectra
Supplementary
Materials)
for are
excitation wavelength around the excitation maxima. For the samples in solution, the
maximum η values obtained for R-PE and C-PC in H2O were 0.20 ± 0.02 and 0.17 ± 0.02,
respectively, which are consistent with previously reported values [5,15]. For the FX in
ethanol, the value found was 0.08 ± 0.01. After incorporation, the η of the R-PE decreases
both for PVA and alginate samples, being the maximum η value measured for the R-PE-
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formed by a main C-PC-related component around 620 nm, showing no relevant changes
after incorporation into PVA (Figure 2b).
The fluorescence decay curves of all samples revealed a single-exponential decay
(Figures S9–S11 in Supplementary Materials). The lifetime values of R-PE in H2 O and
R-PE/PVA were similar to that previously reported for the aqueous solution of R-PE [18].
A significant increase in the emission lifetime was found for the R-PE/alginate sample,
although lower than that found for R-PE dispersed in gelatin [18]. In this case, such an
increase was explained by the dispersion of the molecules in the film, which reduced the
number of molecule–molecule non-radiative interactions, concomitantly increasing the
lifetime [18,33]. For the C-PC based samples, the lifetime values found for C-PC in H2 O
were similar to the one recently reported for an aqueous solution of C-PC [5], which was
further enhanced when incorporated in the PVA matrix. In the case of FX, the lifetime
values showed a slight decrease when incorporated in the PVA, compared to that found for
the FX in ethanolic solution (Table S1 in Supplementary Materials).
The emission features were further quantified by the measurement of the absolute
emission quantum yield (η, Table 1 and Table S1 in Supplementary Materials) for excitation
wavelength around the excitation maxima. For the samples in solution, the maximum η
values obtained for R-PE and C-PC in H2 O were 0.20 ± 0.02 and 0.17 ± 0.02, respectively,
which are consistent with previously reported values [5,15]. For the FX in ethanol, the
value found was 0.08 ± 0.01. After incorporation, the η of the R-PE decreases both for PVA
and alginate samples, being the maximum η value measured for the R-PE-based samples
(Table 1). Additionally, for the C-PC/PVA, the η is lower when compared to the value
found for the aqueous solution (Table 1), suggesting aggregation, as already reported for
the incorporation of R-PE in gelatin films [18,34]. For the case of the FX samples, the η
values remain constant (0.08 ± 0.01 in solution to 0.10 ± 0.01 after incorporation into PVA),
likely because FX is a xanthophyll that does not suffer aggregation.
Table 1. Absolute emission quantum yield (η) for the indicated excitation wavelengths (λexc ) and
emission lifetime values (τ), calculated from the best fit of the decay curves shown in Figures S9–S11
in Supplementary Materials.
Sample

λexc (nm)

η

τ (ns)

R-PE/PVA
C-PC/PVA
FX/PVA

498
580
610

0.11 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.01

3.74 ± 0.03
4.30 ± 0.04
6.68 ± 0.02

To infer the photochemical stability of the solid samples at room temperature, the η
values were measured after 6 months of storage at ambient light-exposed conditions. It
was found that the values remain similar to the ones measured for the as-prepared samples
(Table S2 in Supplementary Materials), thus demonstrating their optical stability. Additionally, prospecting future PV applications, the η values measurements were performed
after continuous exposure to AM1.5G irradiation (Figure 4 and Table S2 in Supplementary
Materials). The results showed that the most stable sample is the FX/PVA, with a decrease
of about 40% of the initial η values after 960 min of exposure. Concerning the samples
incorporating the phycobiliproteins, it was found that, although the R-PE/PVA sample lost
around 50% of its initial η value in the first 120 min (poor result compared to that found
previously concerning R-PE dispersed in gelatin [18]), the η value remained constant after
that, reinforcing the suitability of PVA as a host matrix. Although the previous results
were somehow promising, the C-PC/PVA sample lost all its emission after the 960 min of
AM1.5G exposure, suggesting aggregation or UV-induced molecular degradation.
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in the solid state [16]. This was not the case with the GFP-doped organic–inorganic hybrid,
which revealed a ~35% drop in the η values compared to that of the GFP aqueous solution
[17]. The incorporation of chlorophyll in the solid matrices yielded photostable materials
which showed a minor relative variation in the short-circuit current of coupled PV cell of
8 of 11
~1% upon 40 h of AM1.5G exposure [16]. The GFP is known for being a photostable
molecule [5,17] and thus, in both cases, resulting materials were found to be photostable.

Figure4.4.Time-dependent
Time-dependentηηvalues
valuesofofthe
thesolid
solid
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continuous
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to AM1.5G
an AM1.5G
Figure
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continuous
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to an
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simulatorfor
for960
960min.
min.
solar

We note that very few works report the incorporation of nature-based molecules in
4. Conclusions
solid matrices for application in LSCs. Nevertheless, works reporting the incorporation of
Nature-based luminescent molecules present a great potential for applications in
phycobiliproteins in acrylamide [13] and gelatin hosts [18] resulted in materials with lower
biotechnological and photovoltaic applications. To take advantage of their potential, it is
η values (~50% drop) than those of the phycobiliproteins dispersed in a liquid medium.
necessary to overcome the drawbacks associated with their poor photochemical stability.
Additionally, photostability studies under AM1.5G continuous exposure showed similar
A fundamental
to 4achieve
this goal is [18].
theirOther
incorporation
solid
materials,
behavior
to that instep
Figure
for phycobiliproteins
molecules in
such
as GFP
[17]
combining
their
outstanding
photoluminescence
features
with
a
structure
compatible
and chlorophyll [16] were incorporated into solid organic-inorganic matrices. For the case
with
the processing
in thewere
solidanalogous
state as thin
films.
We successfully
incorporated
of
chlorophyll,
the η values
to that
measured
for the diluted
chlorophylltwo
phycobiliproteins,
R-PE
and the xanthophyll
FX into
poly(vinyl-alcohol)
solid
solution,
pointing out
thatand
theC-PC,
incorporation
did not contribute
toaan
emission quenching
matrix.
emission
spectra of
of the
theextract
molecules
thepreserved
visible range
present
the same
profile
and
thatThe
the optical
properties
wereinwell
in the
solid state
[16]. This
in solution
into
the solid matrices.
Moreover,
the caseaof~35%
FX, the
was
not the and
caseafter
withincorporation
the GFP-doped
organic–inorganic
hybrid,
whichinrevealed
drop in the η values compared to that of the GFP aqueous solution [17]. The incorporation
of chlorophyll in the solid matrices yielded photostable materials which showed a minor
relative variation in the short-circuit current of coupled PV cell of ~1% upon 40 h of AM1.5G
exposure [16]. The GFP is known for being a photostable molecule [5,17] and thus, in both
cases, resulting materials were found to be photostable.
4. Conclusions
Nature-based luminescent molecules present a great potential for applications in
biotechnological and photovoltaic applications. To take advantage of their potential, it is
necessary to overcome the drawbacks associated with their poor photochemical stability. A
fundamental step to achieve this goal is their incorporation in solid materials, combining
their outstanding photoluminescence features with a structure compatible with the processing in the solid state as thin films. We successfully incorporated two phycobiliproteins, R-PE
and C-PC, and the xanthophyll FX into a poly(vinyl-alcohol) solid matrix. The emission
spectra of the molecules in the visible range present the same profile in solution and after
incorporation into the solid matrices. Moreover, in the case of FX, the incorporation into a
solid matrix did not induce a significant change in the emission quantum yield (η) values,
while in the case of both phycobiliproteins, the η values decrease when compared with
the values measured for the proteins in aqueous solutions, which may be attributed to an
aggregation mechanism occurring during the film’s preparation. The matrices in solid state
can be easily processed as thin films allowing the application of natural-based luminescent
materials in a broader range of applications that require a chemically and optically stable
material in solid state, such as downshifting layers and luminescent solar concentrators.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/app12125839/s1. Table S1. Absolute emission quantum yield (η) values of the as-prepared
samples for the indicated excitation wavelengths (λexc , nm). Table S2. Absolute emission quantum
yield (η) values of the samples after continuous exposition to AM1.5G radiation (t) for the indicated
excitation wavelengths (λexc , nm). Figure S1. Calibration curves were used to the determination the
concentration of each one of the extracts studied: (a) FX in ethanol, (b) R-PE in H2 O, and (c) C-PC in
H2 O. Figure S2. Room-temperature (a) excitation and (b) emission spectra of R-PE in H2 O. Figure S3.
Room-temperature (a) excitation and (b) emission spectra of R-PE/PVA sample. Figure S4. Roomtemperature (a) excitation and (b) emission spectra of R-PE/alginate. Figure S5. Room-temperature
(a) excitation and (b) emission spectra of C-PC in H2 O. Figure S6. Room-temperature (a) excitation
and (b) emission spectra of C-PC/PVA. Figure S7. Room-temperature (a) excitation and (b) emission
spectra of FX in ethanol. Figure S8. Room-temperature (a) excitation and (b) emission spectra of
FX/PVA. Figure S9. Room-temperature emission decay curve of (a) R-PE in H2 O, (b) R-PE/PVA
and (c) R-PE/alginate excited at 388 nm and monitored at 580 nm. The solid lines represent the data
best fit (R2 > 0.99), using a single-exponential function I (t) = I1 e−(t−t0 )/τ1 (t0 = 13 ns, related to the
excitation prompt). The respective residual plot is presented in (d). Figure S10. Room-temperature
emission decay curve of (a) C-PC in H2 O and (b) C-PC/PVA excited at 388 nm and monitored at
670 nm. The solid lines represent the data best fit (R2 > 0.97), using a single-exponential function
I (t) = I1 e−(t−t0 )/τ1 (t0 = 13 ns, related to the excitation prompt). The respective residual plots are
presented in (c). Figure S11. Room-temperature emission decay curve of (a) FX in ethanol and
(b) FX/PVA excited at 388 nm and monitored at 675 nm. The solid lines represent the data best
fit (R2 > 0.99), using a single-exponential function I (t) = I1 e−(t−t0 )/τ1 (t0 = 20 ns, related to the
excitation prompt). The respective residual plot is presented in (c).
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